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Per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS) represent a family of emerging persistent organic pollutants. Costeffective remediation of PFAS contamination via chemical or biochemical degradation is challenging due to
their extremely high stability. This study reports the removal of two representative PFAS species, per
fluorooctanoic acid (PFOA) and perfluorooctanesulfonic acid (PFOS), from water by adsorption using aluminumbased water treatment residuals (Al-WTR), a non-hazardous waste generated during the process of drinking
water treatment by alum salts. Rapid adsorption of PFOA and PFOS onto Al-WTR followed a pseudo 2nd order
kinetic pattern. Lower pH facilitated the adsorption process with a faster adsorption rate and greater adsorption
capacity. At pH 3.0 and an initial concentration of 1.0 mg/L, 97.4 % of PFOA and 99.5 % of PFOS were adsorbed
onto Al-WTR. Adsorption isotherm modeling showed that the maximum adsorption capacities of PFOA and PFOS
on Al-WTR at pH 3.0 were 0.232 and 0.316 mg/g, respectively. Desorption tests indicated that the adsorption by
Al-WTR was irreversible, making Al-WTR an excellent candidate for treating PFOA and PFOS in solution. The
highly encouraging results of this preliminary study indicate that Al-WTR may be a promising, viable, and costeffective PFOA/PFOS treatment option for water reuse, industrial wastewater treatment, and groundwater
remediation.

1. Introduction
Per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS) are a group of emerging
persistent organic pollutants (POPs) with a perfluoroalkyl moiety in
their chemical structures. Variations in functional groups and chain
lengths make PFAS a complex family of chemicals, including different
groups such as perfluorinated carboxylic acids (PFCAs), perfluorinated
sulfonic acids (PFSAs), and perfluorinated phosphonic acids (PFPAs)
(Bolan et al., 2021). With their unique physical and chemical properties
(e.g., persistence, hydrophobicity, and lipophobic nature), PFAS have
been widely and substantially applied to industrial and commercial
manufacturing since the mid-20th century (Hale et al., 2017; Buck et al.,
2011). For example, the global historical PFCA production in 2005 was
estimated between 4400 and 8000 tons, 3,200− 7,300 tons of which
eventually entered the environment via different pathways (Pre
vedouros et al., 2006).
As a consequence of their widespread application, PFAS have been
detected in different environmental media, plants, wild animals, and

humans (Hansen et al., 2001; Bolan et al., 2021; Bulusu et al., 2020).
Increasing concerns over their adverse effects on environmental and
human health have led to progressively stringent PFAS-related guide
lines or regulations (Hale et al., 2017; Fenton et al., 2020). For example,
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) has established the
health advisory level of 70 ng/L for perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA,
C7F15COOH) and perfluorooctanesulfonic acid (PFOS, C8F17SO3H) (two
most prevalent PFAS species) in combination in drinking water (USEPA,
2016). However, the chemical or biochemical degradation of PFAS is
exceptionally challenging due to their high stability. In contrast,
adsorption provides a potentially promising remediation approach.
Various adsorbent materials for immobilization of PFAS have been re
ported, such as alumina, boehmite, activated carbon, biochar, hematite,
clays, resins, and kaolinite (Wang et al., 2021; Willemsen and Bourg,
2021; Boyer et al., 2021; Steigerwald and Ray, 2021; Wang and Shih,
2011; Wang et al., 2012; Xiao et al., 2017; Zhao et al., 2014). However,
the high economic burden of using expensive adsorbents and/or their
regeneration has restricted the widespread adoption of these
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technologies. For example, when traditional thermal regeneration of
granular activated carbon (GAC) is applied, Belkouteb et al. (2020)
estimated the regeneration cost of GAC filters approximately at
$0.07/m3 water with a treatment goal of 25 ng/L PFAS in a full-scale
drinking water treatment plant. When the PFAS treatment goal is set
at 70 ng/L (the USEPA health advisory level for combined PFOA and
PFOS concentrations), McNamara et al. (2018) reported that the oper
ation cost for GAC treatment was ~$0.03/m3. For the regeneration of
PFAS spent ion exchange resins, the overall costs are also expected to be
high due to the high consumption of energy and/or chemical reagents,
depending on the specific regeneration methods (Gao et al., 2021; Park
et al., 2020).
Drinking water treatment residuals (WTRs) are the byproducts of the
coagulation process, collected primarily after sedimentation at tradi
tional drinking water treatment facilities. They are primarily composed
of amorphous aluminum (Al) or iron (Fe) oxides/hydroxides, depending
on the types of coagulants used, in addition to sediments, natural
organic matter present in raw water, and occasionally, activated carbon
and polymers, if dosed during water treatment (Elliott and Dempsey,
1991; Makris et al., 2006; Ippolito et al., 2011). More than 2 megatons of
WTRs are generated every day in the U.S., most of which are simply
landfilled (Prakash and Sengupta, 2003). Nowadays, a small fraction of
WTRs is repurposed, primarily as soil amendments to immobilize
phosphate in the watersheds that are highly sensitive to eutrophication
(Zhou et al., 2021). Past studies, many from our group demonstrate the
high adsorption capacity of WTRs for emerging organic contaminants (e.
g., tetracycline and oxytetracycline) and inorganic water pollutants (e.
g., As, Pb, Cu, and Zn) (Punamiya et al., 2013, 2015; Leiva et al., 2019;
Soleimanifar et al., 2016; Nagar et al., 2015). The toxicity characteristic
leaching protocol (TCLP) values of WTRs generated in the U.S. are well
below the USEPA limits (Prakash and Sengupta, 2003; Rahmati et al.,
2020). Therefore, WTR is a non-hazardous solid waste with a high po
tential for specific reuse in environmental remediation. Although
alumina, i.e., crystalline aluminum oxide (Al2O3), has been reported to
adsorb PFAS in water (Wang and Shih, 2011), whether the amorphous
Al-oxides and hydroxides that are characteristic of WTR generated by
water treatment with aluminum salts (aluminum-based WTR or
Al-WTR) can similarly or better adsorb aqueous PFAS compounds
remained unstudied till date.
The primary objective of this study was to evaluate the adsorption
behaviors of PFOA and PFOS on a typical Al-WTR. In this study, PFOA
and PFOS were selected as model PFAS species due to their prevalence
and abundance in the aqueous environment (Fujii et al., 2007). Batch
experiments were performed to determine adsorption kinetics and
isotherm patterns. The effect of solution pH on the adsorption of PFOA
and PFOS was assessed, because of its reported influence on the surface
charge of Al-compounds and PFAS speciation (Wang et al., 2015).

waters are reported to vary broadly from a few ng/L to several mg/L
(Crone et al., 2019; Xu et al., 2021; Anderson et al., 2016). In this study,
the initial PFOA or PFOS concentration was set at 1.0 mg/L, which was
reported in heavily PFAS-contaminated surface or groundwater
(Anderson et al., 2016). To investigate the effect of pH on adsorption
kinetics, pH levels were varied between 3.0 and 11.0 at 2-unit in
crements (3.0, 5.0, 7.0, 9.0, and 11.0) by adjustment with 0.1 N HNO3 or
NaOH solution. Since only a very small volume (<0.6 mL) of HNO3 or
NaOH solution was added, the effect of pH adjustment on the ionic
strength was negligible (Yu et al., 2009). The bottles were shaken on a
VWR Scientific orbital shaker (Philadelphia, PA, USA) at 150 rpm at 20
◦
C for 24 h. At different designated times (i.e., 0.0, 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0,
7.0, 11.0, 16.0, and 24.0 h), 1.5 mL sample was collected and centri
fuged immediately using an IEC Micromax microcentrifuge (Interna
tional Equipment Company, MA, USA) at 16,750 g for 3 min. Filtration
was avoided to prevent any potential loss of PFOA/PFOS on a filter
membrane. The suspended particles were removed (described in Sup
plementary Information, SI) before PFOA and PFOS in the supernatant
were analyzed using a Waters Quattro Ultima Mass Spectrometer (Mil
ford, MA, USA) at selected ion monitoring mode. Control experiments
were carried out under identical conditions except for no addition of
Al-WTR. Results from the control showed negligible loss of the PFOA
and PFOS, indicating that Al-WTR was the sole adsorbent responsible for
the removal of PFOA and PFOS.
The adsorption isotherm experiment was carried out in 50 mL
centrifuge tubes containing 40 mL of 10 mM NaNO3 solution and 0.4 g of
Al-WTR. Initial PFOA or PFOS concentrations were varied from 0.05,
0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, to 1.5 mg/L, while the pH was adjusted
between 3.0 and 11.0 at 2-unit increments for each set of experiment.
Centrifuge tubes were shaken on a Glas-Col tube rotator (Terre Haute,
IN, USA) at 75 rpm and 20 ◦ C for 24 h. Preliminary studies showed that a
pseudo-equilibrium status was attained within 24-h shaking (i.e., no
further adsorption). Following shaking, the tubes were centrifuged using
an Eppendorf centrifuge 5804 at 3000 g for 30 min (Eppendorf, CT, USA)
before the supernatant was collected for PFOA or PFOS analysis
(described in SI) (Wang et al., 2021). Both adsorption kinetic and
isotherm studies were performed in triplicates. All data shown in the
figures represent the arithmetic means of triplicate measurements with
error bars indicating standard deviations.
2.3. Desorption experiment
After the adsorption experiments, the PFOA or PFOS loaded Al-WTR
was separated by completely decanting the liquid. Thereafter, 40 mL of
0.1 mM NaNO3 solution was added to each centrifuge tube before the pH
was adjusted. After another 24-h shaking at 75 rpm at 20 ◦ C on the endover-end shaker, the tubes were centrifuged again at 3000 g for 30 min
(Eppendorf, CT, USA), before the supernatant was collected for analysis.
Because masses of the tube and Al-WTR remained constant, PFOA or
PFOS bound to Al-WTR after the desorption experiments could be
calculated by mass balance via determination of the mass difference
between the initial adsorbed amount on Al-WTR and the desorbed
amount in the supernatant (Wang et al., 2021). The desorption tests
were also performed in triplicates.

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Materials and material pretreatment
All reagents used were analytical grade, except as noted. PFOA and
PFOS were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). HNO3,
NaOH, and NaNO3 were obtained from Fisher Scientific (Fair Lawn, NJ,
USA). Al-WTR was collected from a local drinking water treatment fa
cility in New Jersey that uses aluminum sulfate as a primary coagulant.
The air-dried ground Al-WTR was sieved through an 850-μm sieve and
then milled to micron-sized powders in a planetary ball mill following
the method reported elsewhere (Balintova et al., 2012).

2.4. Material characterization
To gain the morphological, elemental, and crystal structure infor
mation, Al-WTR was characterized using a Scanning Electron Micro
scope (SEM, FEI Nova 400 Nano SEM, FEI, USA) with Energy Dispersive
X-ray (EDX) and a Powder X-Ray Diffractometer (XRD, Rigaku SmartLab
XRD, USA), respectively. ICDD database was used for XRD data analysis
in Rigaku Smartlab Studio II. Point of zero charge (pHpzc) and particle
size of Al-WTR were measured by Zetasizer Nano ZS (ZEN 3600, Mal
vern, USA) (Wang et al., 2015). Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy
(FTIR, Thermo Scientific Nicolet iS50, USA) was used to identify the

2.2. Adsorption experiments
Adsorption kinetic experiments were conducted in 1-L glass bottles
containing 600 mL of 10 mM NaNO3 solution (ionic strength of 10 mM)
and 6.0 g of Al-WTR. Of note, PFAS concentrations in various polluted
2
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change of surface functional groups over the adsorption.

2007). Moreover, PFOA or PFOS hemi-micelles were not expected to
form at such a low concentration (Johnson et al., 2007).
To further explore the adsorption kinetics, experimental data were
fitted to the pseudo 1st and 2nd order kinetic models as described in SI. As
illustrated by Fig. S4 with the key model parameters summarized in
Table 1, at pH 3.0, both PFOA or PFOS adsorption followed the pseudo
2nd order kinetic model (R2 = 1.000) better than the pseudo 1st order
kinetic model (R2 < 0.280). The experimentally measured qe was
consistent with qe determined from the 2nd-order kinetic model with
very small relative errors (<2 % for PFOA and <1 % for PFOS). The
simulated adsorption capacities, 0.097 mg/g for PFOA and 0.099 mg/g
for PFOS, were close to the experimental data, 0.097 mg/g for PFOA and
0.100 mg/g for PFOS. The pseudo 2nd order kinetic model also better
represented adsorption at other pH levels in terms of R2 and the con
sistency between measured and simulated qe (Table 1). A better degree
of fit of the pseudo 2nd order kinetic model was consistent with data
reported in the literature that used other adsorbents (e.g., GAC and
biochar) for PFOA and PFOS adsorption (Zhang et al., 2019a,b). This
also indicated that the adsorption of both PFOA and PFOS on Al-WTR
was controlled by chemical adsorption, and the number of binding
sites on Al-WTR played a vital role on the degree of adsorption. The
greater adsorption capacity of PFOS compared to PFOA and faster
adsorption kinetics were in line with previously reported adsorption
studies using other adsorbents (Zhang et al., 2019a,b; Xu et al., 2015;
Wang and Shih, 2011).

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Al-WTR characterization
FTIR spectra (Fig. S1) identified three major peaks in Al-WTR, cor
responding to the presence of inorganic silica (1000 cm− 1), − OH (1410
cm− 1), and COO− (1560 cm− 1) groups (Barden et al., 2015; Painter
et al., 2012; Grigorenko et al., 2017). Though Al-WTR was mostly
amorphous, XRD showed some crystallized quartz and calcium
aluminum silicate peaks (Fig. S2), consistent with the SEM imaging and
EDX mapping spectra indicating that the major elements were Si, O, and
Al (Fig. S3). Because of the absence of crystalline Al-O, Al in the Al-WTR
can be assumed to predominantly exist as amorphous Al oxides/hydr
oxides, which is consistent with previous reports (Ippolito et al., 2011;
Dayton and Basta, 2005). The diameter of Al-WTR particles had a
Z-average of 1.2 μm and polydispersity index (PDI) of 0.12. The pHpzc of
Al-WTR was determined to be 7.1.
3.2. Adsorption kinetics
Kinetics of adsorption of PFOA and PFOS by Al-WTR are shown in
Fig. 1. Adsorption equilibrium for both PFOA and PFOS was reached
within 2 h. It was similar to that of powdered activated carbon (PAC)
(size <100 μm), but less than those of GAC (average size 900− 1000 μm),
alumina (average size 87 μm), and boehmite (average size 37 μm), at
similar adsorption experimental conditions (Yu et al., 2009; Wang and
Shih, 2011; Wang et al., 2012). Both the material properties and size
may contribute to the difference in adsorption performance. Approxi
mately 92 % of PFOA and 98 % of PFOS were adsorbed in the first 0.2 h,
particularly at the lowest pH of 3.0, indicating a fast adsorption process,
which suggested that the adsorption of PFOA and PFOS significantly
depended on the available binding sites on Al-WTR (Ayub et al., 2020).
A new peak in the FTIR spectra was observed at 1340 cm− 1 after PFOA
or PFOS adsorption on Al-WTR (Fig. S1), corresponding to the -CF2 band
(Gao and Chorover, 2012), validating the occurrence of PFOA or PFOS
adsorption on Al-WTR. PFOS adsorption (99.5 ± 0.1 %) was slightly
greater than PFOA adsorption (97.4 ± 0.3 %) at pH 3.0, which can
possibly be ascribed to the different head groups of PFOA and PFOS
sharing the same fluoroalkyl tail (Wang and Shih, 2011). The greater
degree of affinity between aluminum oxide of Al-WTR and the sulfonic
group of PFOS that is more electronegative than the carboxylic group of
PFOA (Xing et al., 2020; Schmitt and Pietrzyk, 1985) may contribute to
greater adsorption of PFOS by Al-WTR. Another plausible reason is the
stronger hydrophobicity of PFOS (Xing et al., 2020). In this study, the
PFOA and PFOS removal due to the formation of micelles or
hemi-micelles was insignificant. The initial concentrations (1.0 mg/L)
were much lower than their respective critical micelle concentrations
(PFOA: 15,696; and PFOS: 4,573 mg/L) (Yu et al., 2009; Johnson et al.,

3.3. Adsorption isotherms
Adsorption isotherms of PFOA and PFOS on Al-WTR (described in SI)
at pH 3.0 are shown in Fig. S5. Data in both Table 1 and Fig. S5 indicate
that the Langmuir isotherm models were slightly better fitted to PFOA
and PFOS adsorption than the Freundlich isotherm models, though both
models yielded R2 values that were high and significant (at p < 0.05)
regardless of pH. This finding suggests that the adsorption of PFOA or
PFOS molecules may be occurring on the surface of Al-WTR with a
monolayer coverage (Ünlü and Ersoz, 2006; Rattanaoudom et al., 2012;
Xu et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2012).
The dimensionless Langmuir constants, RL, varied between
0.106− 0.171 and 0.041− 0.108 for PFOA and PFOS, respectively, at the
various pH levels, indicating that adsorption was favorable for both
chemicals (Ayub et al., 2020; Meroufel et al., 2013). The maximum
adsorption capacities of PFOA and PFOS on Al-WTR were estimated to
be 0.232 and 0.316 mg/g, respectively, at pH 3.0 by the Langmuir model
(Table 1). The maximum adsorption capacities of Al-WTR were greater
than that of alumina reported elsewhere (0.014 and 0.022 mg/g for
PFOA and PFOS, respectively, at pH 4.3, Wang and Shih, 2011). At pH
7.0, Al-WTR (Table 1) exhibited similar maximum adsorption capacities
for PFOA and PFOS with boehmite (0.189 and 0.262 mg/g for PFOA and
PFOS, respectively, Wang et al., 2012). In contrast, though Al-WTR and
PAC shared the similar duration to reach adsorption equilibria, PAC was

Fig. 1. Kinetics of PFOA and PFOS adsorption on Al-WTR.
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Table 1
Kinetic and isotherm parameters for PFOA and PFOS adsorption on Al-WTR.
Isotherm and kinetic models

Parameters

qe, experiment (mg/g)
qe, simulation (mg/g)
Pseudo 1st order

k1 (min− 1)
R2 (p < 0.05)
qe, simulation (mg/g)

Pseudo 2nd order

k2 (g/mg-min)
R2 (p < 0.05)
qmax (mg/g)

Langmuir

KL (L/mg)
RL
R2 (p < 0.05)
Kf

Freundlich

1/n
R2 (p < 0.05)

pH = 3.0

pH = 5.0

pH = 7.0

pH = 9.0

pH = 11.0

PFOA

PFOS

PFOA

PFOS

PFOA

PFOS

PFOA

PFOS

PFOA

PFOS

0.097
(0.000)
0.003
(0.001)
0.086
(0.013)
0.205
(0.053)
0.097
(0.001)
1402
(164)
1.000
(0.000)
0.232
(0.011)
6.771
(1.380)
0.129
(0.069)
0.995
(0.006)
1.243
(0.171)
0.977
(0.033)
0.994
(0.002)

0.100
(0.000)
0.001
(0.000)
0.132
(0.029)
0.278
(0.051)
0.099
(0.000)
2842
(273)
1.000
(0.000)
0.316
(0.027)
29.486
(1.591)
0.041
(0.011)
0.953
(0.020)
10.693
(1.378)
1.026
(0.026)
0.921
(0.022)

0.093
(0.000)
0.005
(0.001)
0.092
(0.019)
0.264
(0.061)
0.092
(0.000)
837
(126)
1.000
(0.000)
0.192
(0.022)
8.416
(0.233)
0.106
(0.029)
0.991
(0.027)
0.629
(0.052)
0.829
(0.018)
0.990
(0.004)

0.096
(0.001)
0.002
(0.001)
0.067
(0.011)
0.119
(0.027)
0.095
(0.001)
2307
(139)
1.000
(0.000)
0.253
(0.018)
11.359
(0.707)
0.099
(0.016)
0.982
(0.015)
3.535
(0.186)
1.062
(0.015)
0.986
(0.008)

0.094
(0.001)
0.007
(0.002)
0.078
(0.008)
0.216
(0.116)
0.092
(0.002)
797
(121)
1.000
(0.001)
0.180
(0.011)
6.263
(0.348)
0.138
(0.026)
0.970
(0.040)
0.626
(0.062)
0.893
(0.059)
0.977
(0.046)

0.094
(0.000)
0.003
(0.000)
0.119
(0.024)
0.216
(0.075)
0.094
(0.000)
1916
(188)
1.000
(0.000)
0.235
(0.014)
11.375
(1.029)
0.099
(0.047)
0.990
(0.009)
2.291
(0.400)
0.994
(0.044)
0.995
(0.006)

0.087
(0.000)
0.008
(0.003)
0.194
(0.023)
0.593
(0.110)
0.087
(0.001)
700
(58)
1.000
(0.000)
0.149
(0.015)
5.405
(0.385)
0.156
(0.063)
0.968
(0.048)
0.544
(0.078)
0.938
(0.066)
0.971
(0.028)

0.094
(0.001)
0.003
(0.001)
0.104
(0.016)
0.266
(0.052)
0.093
(0.000)
1525
(109)
1.000
(0.000)
0.204
(0.008)
13.053
(1.742)
0.087
(0.041)
0.993
(0.004)
1.772
(0.313)
0.948
(0.048)
0.995
(0.003)

0.085
(0.002)
0.006
(0.003)
0.113
(0.016)
0.331
(0.065)
0.084
(0.002)
641
(47)
1.000
(0.001)
0.139
(0.013)
4.844
(1.047)
0.171
(0.021)
0.943
(0.041)
0.452
(0.133)
0.931
(0.073)
0.961
(0.010)

0.091
(0.001)
0.005
(0.002)
0.136
(0.025)
0.328
(0.096)
0.091
(0.000)
1237
(117)
1.000
(0.000)
0.184
(0.018)
10.371
(1.090)
0.108
(0.028)
0.985
(0.008)
1.613
(0.351)
0.997
(0.068)
0.957
(0.016)

Note: Standard deviations are shown in the parentheses.

reported to have much higher maximum adsorption capacities for both
PFOA (~277 mg/g) and PFOS (~520 mg/g) (Yu et al., 2009).

from 3.0 to 11.0 (Table 1).
Solution pH can influence the speciation of PFOA and PFOS as well as
the surface charge on Al-WTR. At the experimental conditions (pH
3.0–11.0), PFOA and PFOS principally exist in their respective depro
tonated forms (pKa = 2.5 for PFOA and -3.3 for PFOS) (Yu et al., 2009).
Meanwhile, pHpzc of Al-WTR was 7.1. Therefore, the adsorption of
deprotonated PFOA or PFOS was not favored at higher pH, because the
surface charge of Al-WTR became less positive with the pH increase at
pH < pHpzc and more negative with the pH increase at pH > pHpzc
(Wang and Shih, 2011). The small diameter of the amorphous Al oxi
des/hydroxides particles at Z-average of 1.2 μm implies a large specific
surface area. Hence, although electrostatic attraction diminished at
higher pH conditions, the amorphous Al oxides/hydroxides particles
could still facilitate the adsorption of PFOA and PFOS via other mech
anisms that are discussed in the following section.

3.4. Effect of solution pH
The effects of pH on PFOA and PFOS adsorption kinetics and ca
pacities are shown in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. Regardless of the
chemical, lower pH led to more rapid adsorption and greater adsorption
capacity. Specifically, with the increase in solution pH, adsorption for
PFOA decreased from ~97.4 % at pH 3.0 to ~84.6 % at pH 11.0 and
from ~99.5 % to ~91.5 % for PFOS. The pseudo 2nd order kinetic rate
constants decreased from 1402 to 641 g/min and from 2842 to 1237 g/
mg-min for PFOA and PFOS, respectively, with pH increase from 3.0 to
11.0 (Table 1). At a given pH level, the rate constant for PFOS was higher
than that of PFOA, indicating faster adsorption. Adsorption capacities at
experimental conditions for both PFOA and PFOS decreased with an
increase in pH (Fig. 2); the trend was the same for maximum adsorption
capacity qmax. The qmax of PFOA and PFOS declined from 0.232 to 0.139
mg/g and from 0.316 to 0.184 mg/g, respectively, with a pH increase

3.5. Desorption of PFOA and PFOS from Al-WTR
Desorption of PFOA and PFOS from Al-WTR for samples at pH 3.0
and initial concentrations of 0.05–1.5 mg/L is shown in Fig. 3a. Des
orbed PFOS fraction accounted for <1.1 % of the total adsorbed PFOS at
various initial concentrations, indicating that the adsorption is hyster
etic. The fraction of desorbed PFOA ranged from 5.6 % to 11.8 % with
variation in the initial PFOA concentration, also suggesting hysteretic
adsorption. The stronger affinity of Al-WTR toward PFOS than PFOA can
possibly be ascribed to the lower solubility and higher hydrophobicity of
PFOS. Similar findings were reported elsewhere for other adsorbents
(Milinovic et al., 2015; Askeland et al., 2020). Although the adsorption
rates and capacities decreased along with an increase in pH (Figs. 1 and
2, Table 1), adsorption was irreversible once PFOA and PFOS were
adsorbed by Al-WTR at all pH levels. This again implies that the binding
was principally governed by chemisorption and not electrostatic
attraction.
As Fig. 3b demonstrates, less than 8.1 % of the adsorbed PFOA and
less than 1.9 % of the adsorbed PFOS desorbed at all five pH levels.

Fig. 2. Effect of pH on the adsorption of PFOA and PFOS on Al-WTR.
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Fig. 3. a) Percentages of PFOA and PFOS desorbed from Al-WTR at pH 3.0, and b) average desorption percentages for all PFOA and PFOS concentrations at each
pH level.

Generally, there was no significant difference in PFOA or PFOS
desorption at different pH conditions. Although a certain degree of
electrostatic repulsion was reported for PFOA or PFOS on negatively
charged adsorbents (Yu et al., 2009; Chen et al., 2011), PFOA or PFOS
was still adsorbed by those adsorbents (e.g., carbon nanotubes, chars,
activated sludge, and metal oxides) (Zhang et al., 2019a,b; Chen et al.,
2011; Zhou et al., 2010), suggesting that in addition to just electrostatic
interactions chemisorption mechanisms were also involved and gov
erned the surface complexation of the adsorbents with aqueous PFOA or
PFOS (Zhang et al., 2019a,b). This may explain the apparent lack of pH
dependence of PFOA or PFOS desorption from Al-WTR.
Of interest, the pH dependence pattern was observed at the adsorp
tion phase, but not during the ensuing desorption stage. The plausible
reason is the transition of dominant adsorption pathways. In the initial
adsorption step, electrostatic columbic interactions are a prerequisite
condition enabling the association of PFOA/PFOS in bulk solution and
WTR surface. The physical adsorption occurring on the adsorbent sur
face is highly pH-dependent and reversible. Thereafter, strong chemical
bonds form to attain irreversible chemical adsorption, which is typically
slower than the initial physical adsorption. A similar adsorption pro
cedure was reported in arsenic sorption to nano zero-valent iron modi
fied activated carbon (Zhu et al., 2009).
Although elucidation of the underlying adsorption mechanisms was
out of the scope of this preliminary study, Al-WTR can possibly immo
bilize PFOA and PFOS through the formation of inner or outer-sphere
complexes between PFAS molecules and surface functional groups on
Al-WTR (Gao and Chorover, 2012) and/or hydrophobic interactions (Lin
et al., 2015). Particularly, the inner-sphere complex by ion exchange can
lead to strong adsorption with little desorption. In contrast, PFOA and
PFOS have a hydrophilic functional head and a hydrophobic fluoroalkyl
tail (Buck et al., 2011), the latter facilitating their association with a
solid phase. Besides the amorphous aluminum hydroxides, hydrophobic
natural organic matter, which phase-transferred from raw water to WTR
during the alum coagulation process, can also contribute to PFOA and
PFOS adsorption via hydrophobic interactions. A more detailed mech
anistic investigation is in progress to further elucidate the interactions
between Al-WTR and PFOA and PFOS species.

technologies. Additionally, the beneficial reuse of an industrial waste for
addressing water pollution by persistent emerging contaminants pro
vides a sustainable approach to non-hazardous solid waste management.
Therefore, Al-WTR-based adsorption may be developed into a prom
ising, viable, and cost-effective technology that is capable of alleviating
PFAS contamination problems in various scenarios, such as water reuse,
industrial wastewater treatment, and groundwater remediation.
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